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HEALTH RESEARCH REPORT # 9



By Keith Wassung



INTRODUCTION

The neck of the human body is a bio-mechanical marvel.

It possesses a wide range of mobility in nearly every direction.

The neck serves as a conduit for the major blood vessels to

the brain and is the primary pathway of the central nervous

system. The cervical (neck) region is one of the most

important areas of the body and a growing body of research

clearly shows that its structural integrity and function are

absolutely critical to overall health and healing.

The brain and the spinal cord make up the central

nervous system. The spinal cord is often thought of as

just a cable that transmits nerve messages, but it is

actually a direct part of the brain. The spinal cord plays a

crucial role in the health and homeostasis of the human

body by sending and receiving billions of nerve

messages every single second.

The Central Nervous System is so vital to overall health and functioning of the human body that it is

protected by the hardest substance in the body, a series of vertebral bones that make up the spinal

column.

The human vertebral column, or spinal column, is a highly versatile mechanism and displays

all the rigidity, strength, and leverage required in the job of a crane. In contrast, it is extremely

elastic and flexible. The vertebral column exhibits more varied functions than any other unit of

the human body.

The small bones of the spine are called vertebrae and are designed to fit

together in an S-shape. This column of curves is balanced so that the weight

of the human body is evenly distributed throughout the spine. If these curves

are out of balance, the vertebrae are pushed out of line, placing abnormal

stress on the nerve pathways, muscles, and soft tissues of the spine.



When viewed from the side, the vertebral column shows four

normal curves. The curves of the vertebral column are important

because they increase its strength, help maintain balance in the

upright position, absorb shock during walking and running, and

help protect the spinal column from fracture.1



PRINCIPLES OF ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY



The curves of the spine are important because they allow the spine to support

more weight and to withstand more stress than if it were straight. This is

because the curves increase resistance to axial compression — that is, headto-toe squishing of the spine. That means ten times more weight can be

supported by a curved spine than if it was straight.



Humans are born with a C-shaped spine and the spinal curves develop in resistance to

different gravitational stresses that affect the body.

The first spinal curve to develop is the cervical curve and it develops as the baby learns to lift its

head.



The cervical spine consist of 7 vertebrae -- the same

in all mammals — from the tiny mouse to the longnecked giraffe. The cervical bones - the vertebrae are smaller in size when compared to other spinal

vertebrae.

The purpose of the cervical spine is to contain

and protect the spinal cord, support the skull,

and enable diverse head movement (e.g., rotate

side to side, bend forward and backward).

Between each vertebra (with the exception of the

space between C1 &amp;C2) are springy discs of tough

cartilage with a jellylike core that compress when

under pressure to absorb shock. These discs are

subjected to tremendous forces.

Strong ligaments and muscles surround the

spine to stabilize the vertebrae and to control

movement. The cervical spine has a unique

structure that is related to its important

biomechanical functions.



Head Support: The cervical spine supports the weight of the head, which weighs between 10-14

pounds — about the same as a bowling ball. With proper posture, the weight of the head is held

directly above the center of gravity. In a forward head position, the head is held ahead of the center of

gravity and results in a stress load on the cervical spine that is equivalent to the weight of the head

multiplied by the number of inches the head is forward from the center.



Mobility: The spine is a dynamic structure; designed for movement in a wide variety of positions,

including flexion, extension, lateral flexion, and rotation of the head. Specialized articulation between

the occiput and the atlas (C1) allows for 50% of the flexion and extension of the neck. Specialized

articulation between the atlas (C1) and axis (C2) allows for 50% of the rotation of the neck.

Protection and Transmission: The spinal cord and nerve roots are encased within the

protective structure of the spinal column. Pairs of nerves exit in the intervertebral foramina

(IVF). When the spine is in its optimal structure, the spinal cord and nerve roots are protected.

Loss of this optimal spinal structure results in the interference of normal nerve transmission.



The human body contains millions of sensory

receptors that supply input into the Central

Nervous System (CNS) to allow it to control

and coordinate all bodily functions.

Each receptor is sensitive to a form of

physical energy — mechanical, thermal,

chemical, and electromagnetic.

The

receptors

transform

stimuli

into

electrochemical energy that the nerves use to

supply sensory information into the CNS.



Encased within the joints of the body are different types of

mechanoreceptors that enable our bodies to unconsciously monitor the

exact position of our muscles, joints, and bones — a process called

"proprioception."

Proprioception is our "body sense": If you have ever tried to walk after

one of your legs "falls asleep," you will have some idea of the difficulty

in coordinating muscular activity without proprioception.

Mechanoreceptor input into the CNS occurs at an optimum state when

the biomechanical integrity of the spine is intact. Loss of spinal structure

diminishes important sensory input into the CNS.



It is widely recognized that proprioceptive input from muscles, joints and other receptors

is necessary for the accurate control of movement and posture. Loss of proprioception

results in large systematic errors in multi-joint movements attributed, at least in part, to

impaired motor programming. 2

JOURNAL OF NEUROPHYSIOLOGY



OPTIMAL STRUCTURE OF THE CERVICAL SPINE

When discussing the human body, it is important to

understand that the word “normal” applies to a condition

that is optimum or ideal, rather than a condition which

might be considered “average” for a large group of

people.

The point is not to try and determine an exact ideal of

what everyone’s body conforms to, but rather to use the

laws and principles of physics, math, and neuroanatomy

to determine a range of optimal normal values to which

everyone can strive to achieve.

Health care is slowly changing from a symptom/disease-based system to a function/

performance-based system in which the structure of the human body is restored and

maintained. Correction and maintenance of the structure of the spine, in particular the cervical

spine, is of paramount importance in the pursuit of optimal health.

Gray’s Anatomy clearly shows how spinal muscles leave the greatest pivotal stress at C1 and C4-C5

to allow for the greatest strength and potential energy. This demonstrates that there must be lateral

curves for peak performance.3



There is a mechanical basis for these normal

anatomic curves; they give the spinal column

increased flexibility and augmented, shockabsorbing capacity, while at the

same time

maintaining adequate stiffness and stability at the

intervertebral joint level. 4

CLINICAL BIOMECHANICS OF THE SPINE



“The normal curvatures of the spinal column lie in the plane of the sagittal suture. The curves absorb

vertical forces in a spring-like fashion and this has shock-absorbing qualities. The ideal shape of the

spine was elucidated by Killus(1976) with the help of computer analysis. Killus superimposed 150

measurements and with the help of further conversions, found the ideal spinal column.” 5

NORMAL BIOMECHANICAL STRESS ON SPINAL FUNCTION



SIDE VIEW OF THE KILLIAN IDEAL SPINE MODEL



“A study in the research journal Neurosurgery, of patients who required surgery for cervical

spondylotic myleopathy, revealed that those patients who had a normal cervical lordosis prior

to the surgery showed significant post-operative neurological improvement over those

surgical patients who did not have a pre-operative cervical curve.” 6

NEUROSURGERY



Because of its mobility, relatively small structure, and weightbearing role, the cervical spine is a frequent site of spinal nerve

trauma, subluxations, and fixations.

When you have sensitive nerve pathways passing through such a mobile

structure, the potential for breakdown is high.

The cervical spine has the greatest amount of potential for

malfunctions and for creating health problems that affect the entire

health and function of the body.



THE CERVICAL SPINE AND TRAUMA

The cervical spine is susceptible to various forces that cause the vertebrae to lose their proper

structural position. These types of traumas include macro trauma, such as auto accident/whiplash,

sports injuries, and falls; repetitive or micro-trauma, such as work tasks and poor postural habits; and

early development trauma, which includes childhood falls and even the birth process.

Whiplash injury is caused by a sudden exaggerated thrust

of the head backwards, forwards, and sometimes

sideways.

Abnormal forces are applied to muscles, ligaments,

bones, nerves, blood vessels, and intervertebral discs,

as the weighty head moves beyond normal

physiological limits.

There are often no visible bruises or abrasions from this

type of injury, yet victims report classic symptoms

following the accident — even years after its occurrence.

The symptoms are due to abnormal structural of the vertebral bones and soft tissue of the

head and neck. Whiplash injury is most often associated with automobile accidents, but can

also occur due to impact sports, domestic violence, playfully tossing a small child into the

air and even amusement park rides.



WHIPLASH FACTS

• Over one million Americans each year suffer a whiplash

injury

• 25% of whiplash victims suffer from chronic pain

disabilities;

• 1/7th of whiplash victims report pain 3 years after initial

injury.

U.S. Automobile Accident Statistics 7

"In speaking of the forces generated in the head and neck

as a result of whiplash, the convention is to use the term

G. One G is equivalent to the acceleration resulting from

the earth's gravity, 32.2 feet/sec. Ewing measured the

maximum peak acceleration of the head of human

volunteers exposed to nominal 10-G, 250-G/sec runs and

found the surprising high force of 47.8 G. Thus, in some

cases, the head may accelerate up to 5 times the input

acceleration." 8

CROFT &amp; FOREMAN



The birth process, even under normal conditions, is

frequently the first cause of spinal stress. After the

head of the child appears, the physician grabs the

baby's head and twists it around in a figure eight

motion, lifting it up to receive the lower shoulder and

then down to receive the upper shoulder. This creates

significant stress on the spine of the baby.

"Spinal cord and brain stem injuries occur often

during the process of birth but frequently escape

diagnosis. Infants who survive often experience

lasting neurological defects. Spinal trauma at birth

is essentially attributed to excessive longitudinal

traction, especially when this force is combined

with flexion and torsion of the spinal axia during

delivery." 9

Dr. Abraham Towbin

The proper structure of a baby's spine must be maintained, as the primary ossification (rigid bone

development) is not complete until approximately 3-6 years of age. Deviation from proper spinal

structure resulting from the birth process can result in abnormal spinal development.



LOSS OF OPTIMAL CERVICAL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Loss of the optimal cervical spinal structure and its resulting pathologies are known in medical

literature by numerous names including spondylosis, spinal stenosis, cervical compression

myleopathy, spondylocondrosis, cervical disc herniation, subaxial disc space narrowing, cervical

fixation, cervical radiculitis, vertebral subluxation, and many more.

Vertebral subluxation is perhaps the

most accurate description of loss of

normal vertebral position.

Vertebral subluxations alter the protective

structure of the spine, which causes

abnormal nerve transmission, resulting in a

state of disharmony and lowered resistance

in the body.

Vertebral subluxation also causes

abnormal joint physiology, resulting in a

degeneration of the bones and soft

tissues of the spine.

Vertebral subluxation and loss of cervical

curve is devastating to a person’s health

and are well documented by leading health

authorities.



“Neural dysfunction associated with acute or chronic subluxation syndromes basically

manifest as abnormalities in sensory interpretation and/or motor activities. These

disturbances may be through one of two primary mechanisms, either direct nerve or nerve

root disorders of a reflex nature.” 10

CERVICAL SPINE TRAUMA



“Encroachment or narrowing of the intervertebral

canals may be the result of some involvement of

the proximate soft tissue structures and/or the

bony structures. Irritation of the cervical nerve

roots may give rise to pain, sensory changes,

muscle atrophy, muscle spasm, and alteration of

the tendon reflexes anywhere along their segmental

distribution. Any condition causing narrowing of

the intervertebral canals may cause compression of

the nerve roots. “ 11

Ruth Jackson, M.D.

THE CERVICAL SYNDROME

“An injured joint is likely to cause persistent, disturbed, sensory feedback to the central nervous

system and therefore existing motor programs have to be modified. Sensory receptors in the joint can

influence muscle tone. This produces interdependence between biomechanical and neurological

mechanisms.”

NEURO-ORTHOPEDICS



Alfred Brieg, leading neurosurgeon, has shown that

the loss of the normal cervical curve stretches the

spinal cord anywhere from 5 to 7 cm and results in

abnormal tensions on the hind-brain, cranial nerves,

cervical cord, and cervical nerve roots.

BIOMECHANICAL EFFECTS OF POSTURAL CHANGE



Abnormal rotations and translations on the soft tissue in

the cervical canal are depicted in the figure at right. In A,

the neck is in the normal lordotic position.

The cord is relaxed and folded in the posterior. The

nerve roots are relaxed. Loss of curve B, the cord is

stretched, the nerve roots are stretched, and the nerve

roots are pressed upward against the pedicles of the

vertebra.
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